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Abstract
Since the initial discovery of gravitational-waves from merging black holes, the
LIGO Scientific Collaboration together with Virgo and KAGRA have published 90
gravitational-wave observations of compact binary mergers in the Gravitational-Wave
Transient Catalog papers. One of the quintessential questions of this decade in gravitationalwave astronomy is the characterization and impact of the population of observed
gravitational-wave signals from merging black holes and neutron stars. Now, there
is greater incentive than ever to study the formation channels for these compact binary
mergers. In this work, we carry out an investigation of isolated binary evolution formation channel, comparing predictions of the gravitational-wave population from the
StarTrack synthetic universe simulations to the observed population of compact binary
mergers in order to constrain certain astrophysical processes in binary evolution. In
due course, we construct, apply, and provide parametric and non-parametric models
for the likelihood function of the full set of astrophysical parameters of each event in
the Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalogs, including truncated multivariate normal
distributions normalized on a bounded interval, which we have shared in our associated
publications [63, 64]. We present the findings of our investigation of the formation parameters for the isolated binary evolution formation channel for compact objects. We
have uncovered confounding systematic effects in our model by considering the agreement and disagreement of predictions based on the event rate and mass distribution.
Furthermore, our preliminary results demonstrate the benefits of a multi-dimensional
analysis which is sensitive to the interdependence of the predicted detection population on many formation parameters. Our essential contribution is therefore a method
for carrying out such an analysis efficiently, while considering its self-consistency. We
discuss potential sources of bias as we also present the properties of our best binary
evolution models, which are consistent with unrestricted stellar mass loss due to winds,
high mass and angular momentum loss to ejected portions of a common envelope, and
substantial black hole supernova recoil kicks. We conclude with a discussion of the
impact of these activities for gravitational-wave and multi-messenger astronomy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On September 14th, 2015, the first gravitational-wave signal from a coalescing binaryblack-hole was detected by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO), and reported by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC) [3, 10, 2]. Now,
after the third observing run of LIGO together with Virgo and KAGRA (KAmioka
GRAvitational-wave detector), astronomers have reported a variety of compact binary
merger events, including Binary Black-Hole (BBH), Binary Neutron-Star (BNS), and
Neutron-Star Black-Hole (NSBH) systems. [8, 13, 18]. These observations have been
summarized by many groups including the ninety events reported in the GravitationalWave Transient Catalogs (GWTCs) as well as independent analysis [4, 9, 50, 52, 98, 142,
35, 108, 42]. In the era of multi-messenger astronomy, these and future gravitationalwave observations describe a view of the cosmos set by more than just electromagnetic
radiation.
Each gravitational-wave signal is a strain imposed on the interferometer instruments. These signals are identified by a rapid search, and events which may have
electromagnetic counterparts are immediately constrained by a low-latency parameter
estimation pipeline [1, 178, 61]. Following this, all events are then characterized by
robust Bayesian statistical inference in gravitational-wave parameter estimation (PE)
[155, 196, 31, 125, 17, 98]. Such an inference evaluates the agreement between strain
information and relativistic waveform models, to yield accurate parameter estimates
for each detection.
Once the properties of individual gravitational-wave sources are characterized, a
question which arises as to how these systems form in The Universe. The formation of
these compact binary objects can be described by a variety of channels, one of which is
the formation of massive stellar binaries by isolated evolution [140, 26, 27, 28, 39]. The
properties of every individual gravitational-wave event can be incorporated into a model
of the compact binary merger population, which has implications for the astrophysical
significance of these formation channels [6, 188, 51, 207, 208].
In this dissertation, I demonstrate an efficient characterization of the properties of
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the gravitational-wave observations in the Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalogs, in
order to constrain the processes by which massive stellar binaries evolve to become
merging compact binaries. This work builds upon my existing publications [63, 64].
We make use of the StarTrack code to evaluate constraints on binary evolution using
simulated populations of merging binaries.

1.1

Characterizing Gravitational-Wave Observations

Models describing a gravitational-wave signal are characterized by some parameters, λ,
consisting of some extrinsic parameters representing the sky location, distance, and the
orientation of the system, as well as intrinsic parameters which fully characterize the
astrophysical properties of an event without reference to the observer. The intrinsic
parameters we study in our work are the mass (mi , in units of solar mass, M⊙ ), dimensionless spin (χi ), and tidal deformability of neutron stars (Λ1 , Λ2 ). The astrophysical
parameters include the intrinsic parameters as well as luminosity distance (l, in units
of Mpc), as the age of the Universe at the time of merger is a quantity of astrophysical
interest.
Additional parameterizations are useful for more precisely measuring the properties
of a gravitational-wave observation, due to the sensitivity of the waveform, a desire
for Gaussian uncertainty, and coordinate degeneracies. These parameters include the
total mass M = m1 + m2 , the symmetric mass ratio η = (m1 m2 )M −2 , the chirp mass
Mc = η 3/5 M 2/5 , and inverse luminosity distance l−1 . Except where specified, mass
parameters are characterized in the source-frame. The relationship between sourceframe and detector-frame mass parameters depends on cosmological redshift: Mz =
Ms (z + 1). We make use of the standard effective spin parameter which is aligned with
the orbital angular momentum of the system, L [60, 164, 14]:
χeff = (χ1 m1 + χ2 m2 ) · L̂/M

(1.1)

We make use of the standard Cartesian coordinate system defined such that ẑ is orthogonal to the plane of the orbit at the reference time (frequency) at which orbital
initial data is specified (i.e. ẑ = L̂).
The likelihood L(h(λ)) ≡ L(λ) of a known gravitational-wave signal h(t|λ) can be
evaluated in a parameter space, λ, based on some knowledge of the detector noise.
Detailed models for gravitational-wave emission provide estimates for h(t|λ) [155, 196,
31, 125, 17, 98, 2]. The Bayesian problem of gravitational-wave parameter inference is to
characterize the posterior probability of each event as a function of its parameters [23].
This requires a careful and thorough investigation of the prior information characterized
by a fiducial prior, p(λ). The posterior probability is therefore proportional to L(λ)p(λ).
Many groups are working on characterizing each event using full numerical relativity [93, 2, 166, 19, 94, 137, 130, 211, 101, 35, 108, 42].
While a full numerical
4

relativity approach is necessary to simulate precessing compact binaries during inspiral
and merger in complete rigor, many groups including the LSC use approximants which
can be evaluated more quickly on the scale required for parameter estimation. These
approximants include IMRPhenomD [102, 112], IMRPhenomPv2 [91, 111], IMRPhenomPv3 [113], IMRPhenomPv3HM [149], IMRPhenomXPHM [163, 82, 162], SEOBNRv3 [154, 183], SEOBNRv4 [33], SEOBNRv4PHM [57, 150], and NRSur7dq4 [195],
as well as others [138, 138, 65, 66, 95, 180].
One such parameter estimation framework developed by my colleagues at RIT is the
Rapid parameter inference on gravitational-wave sources via Iterative FiTing (RIFT)
algorithm, which addresses the challenge of iteratively fitting the posterior probability
for gravitational-wave sources in some set of parameters [125]. This is accomplished by
choosing points in that parameter space and evaluating an expensive likelihood function
for the waveform best characterizing a given signal. Those likelihood evaluations are
then interpolated and weighted by the fiducial prior, in order to reconstruct the posterior
probability function, in the form of a large set of samples (λk ) representing fair draws
which fully characterize that posterior.
Several key science objectives of gravitational-wave astronomy explore the astrophysical implications of the entire population of observed compact binary mergers.
These population synthesis calculations are often Monte Carlo simulations of millions
of synthetic merging binaries. To assess the net likelihood of a specific population synthesis model therefore often requires large scale Monte Carlo integrals of the likelihood
of each gravitational-wave event [182, 208, 51, 28, 37, 171, 71, 189, 196, 17]. As the sensitivity of the detectors increases towards design sensitivity in the coming years, these
calculations will become more and more computationally expensive as the population
of gravitational-wave events grows [76]. For other applications, an evaluation of L(λ)
is required, which sample-based methods may fail to provide.
There are many methods for reconstructing this likelihood function, including samplebased methods such as Kernel Density Estimates (KDEs) and histograms [84]. Such
sample-based methods are useful for low-dimensional models, but often scale poorly to
higher-dimensional use cases, requiring an increasing number of samples to fully characterize the intrinsic parameters of an event. Carefully tuned non-parametric methods
can protect models from binning and smoothing effects (for example, see [86] with the
binary neutron star merger, GW170817). Compressed parametric models, such as the
multivariate normal distribution pose a viable alternative to sample-based methods
[46, 2, 125, 109]. Fast and accurate approximations for the likelihood function L(λ) are
essential to carrying out the central calculation of a population synthesis algorithm.
The multivariate normal distribution has long been used to describe the likelihood
of gravitational-wave events in coordinates well suited to waveform models. However,
a truncated set of samples can introduce bias in a sample-based parameterization of
the multivariate normal distribution [63, 64]. In our previous work, we have introduced
bounded multivariate Normal Approximate Likelihood (NAL) models for each event,
which fully characterize the precessing degrees of freedom of each gravitational-wave
event in the GWTCs [63, 64]. These models overcome bias introduced by finite bound5

ary effects and are efficient in both generating samples and evaluating a likelihood
estimate. They lend themselves immediately to both population work and low-latency
gravitational-wave parameter estimation.

1.2

Origins of Compact Binary Objects

Theories of how compact binary objects form include dynamic mergers in a dense
stellar cluster, as well as the binary evolution of massive stars, with some mechanism
for ejecting orbital angular momentum from the system [25, 177, 83, 21, 134, 213,
212, 145, 120, 139, 15, 16, 136]. With some noteworthy exceptions, such as the BNS
observation, GW170817, gravitational-wave detections often are not accompanied by
an electromagnetic counterpart [5, 58, 59, 114, 175, 110]. Most often, we must infer the
astrophysical origin of compact binary sources from the gravitational-wave signal alone.
Many studies have shown that isolated binary evolution can produce most of the events
published thus far in the GWTCs [140, 26, 27, 29, 28, 39, 75]. Exceptions to this would
include events with a high orbital eccentricity and precessing spin components, such as
proposed for events like GW190521 in the third LIGO observing run [83, 188, 51]. In
the remainder of this work, we focus on the isolated binary evolution formation channel
for compact binary objects.
As most compact binary objects are expected to originate from isolated binary evolution, the population of gravitational-wave signals detected so far allow us to constrain
the bulk properties of this binary evolution formation channel. This is accomplished
by comparing the real gravitational-wave observations from published catalogs to predicted populations of compact binary mergers, with different assumptions about binary
evolution using a Bayesian inference framework [23]. In our work, we use the NAL
models for the likelihood of each event in the Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalogs
to carry out this inference. We incorporate these models together with the StarTrack
population synthesis code for the prediction of compact binary mergers from isolated
binary evolution and an associated cosmological postprocessing setup [67, 68, 69, 28].

1.3

Organization of this Dissertation

In chapter 2 I describe the Normal Apprixmate Likelihood (NAL) models for the likelihood of gravitational-wave events introduced in Delfavero et al. (2021 and 2022)
[63, 64]. Chapter 3 reviews some of the pertinent background and literature for the isolated binary evolution models we constrain as well as the formulation for predicting the
gravitational-wave detection rate for simulated synthetic universes with the StarTrack
code. Following this, chapter 4 demonstrates the Bayesian framework used to constrain
these processes by comparing individual simulations with different sets of formation
parameters. Finally, chapter 5 discusses the astrophysical implications of our research.

6

This dissertation summarizes the work in two of my previous papers, including
Delfavero et al. (2021) [63] and Delfavero et al. (2022) [64]. I have made contributions
to RIFT in the past, such as in my master’s thesis [62]. While I continue to contribute
to parameter estimation efforts, such as in the forthcoming paper by Wofford et al.
(2022) [204], these are not the focus of this dissertation. My contributions to efforts to
constrain the neutron star equation of state are also not the focus of this dissertation
[97], although this work will be discussed briefly as an example of the astrophysical
consequences of our population synthesis.
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Chapter 2
Normal Approximate Likelihoods
for Gravitational Wave Events
As described in section 1.1, each gravitational-wave signal detected by an observatory
connected to LVK is observed as a strain incident on the detector [8, 3]. In order to characterize the properties of each event, parameter estimation groups use Bayesian inference, and compare this strain information to relativistic waveform models described by a
set of parameters (including the astrophysical parameters λ) [155, 196, 125, 17, 98, 23].
In publications such as the Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalogs, these parameter
estimates are released as a set of identically distributed independent random samples
from the posterior of each event, as well as single-valued parameter estimates which
provide single-parameter credible intervals (i.e., from their one-dimensional marginal
distributions) [4, 9, 52, 50, 98, 142, 35, 108, 42, 48, 49]. In this work we focus on
GWTC events, however these methods can be applied to any sample-based estimate
for the parameters of an arbitrary probability distribution.
In low dimensionality sample-based estimates of the likelihood function, such as a
Kernel Density Estimate (KDE), can provide an accurate representation of the likelihood function for a gravitational-wave event [63, 84]. These sample-based estimates
reconstruct the likelihood by re-weighing posterior samples by the inverse prior (see
section 2.1). These methods are ultimately limited in higher-dimensional parameter
spaces by the number of samples required to construct an accurate approximation,
which increases with dimensionality. Therefore, as sample-based methods such as this
are restricted to the parameter estimation samples released with each catalog, and
the computational cost of these sample-based estimates increases with the number of
samples, these methods are not suitable to large-scale population inference.
As adopting a likelihood function from these samples can be non-trivial, and as the
sample mean often fails to describe the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) for the
parameters of each gravitational wave event, we explore alternative representations of
the same parameter estimation samples through bounded (truncated) Normal Approxi8

Figure 2.1: NAL models for GW190521
(https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0169/P2000223/007/GW190521.tar - using the ‘PublicationSamples’ set of samples), using implicit (left) and optimized (right) fit parameters.
These corner plots evaluate the inferred likelihood function in one (diagonal) and two
(off-diagonal) sample spaces. In the one-dimensional spaces, the blue curve indicates a
non-parametric estimate of published samples, while the red curve indicates the properly re-normalized Gaussian. In the two-dimensional sample spaces, contours are drawn
enclosing [25, 50, 75] percent of the likelihood. Note that optimized NAL models overcome the boundary effect present for the implicit fit near equal mass (η = 0.25). The
one- and two-dimensional sample estimates which are compared to each Gaussian are
the marginal density estimates described in section 2.1.1
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mate Likelihood (NAL) models [63, 64]. These models overcome limitations imposed by
a finite set of samples, to provide computationally efficient likelihood approximations
which are not restricted by the same finite boundary effects as non-truncated Gaussians
(consider samples of the symmetric mass ratio for an equal mass event, e.g. fig 2.1).
The parameters of each NAL model also describe a less biased MLE description of the
astrophysical properties of each event.
In this chapter, I will describe my methods for using data products such as the
GWTC parameter estimation samples to approximate the likelihood function for each
published gravitational-wave event in its full set of astrophysical parameters. I will also
describe the immediate astrophysical consequences following the NAL models, such
as the properties of our gravitational-wave population. Finally, I will discuss several
potential applications of these methods. The work in this chapter relies heavily on the
associated papers [63, 64].

2.1

Constructing the Likelihood from PE Samples

When using samples to construct a general parametric model for some density, it is useful to first construct a non-parametric model which is accurate (even if comparatavely
more expensive to evaluate). Following this, one can generate a set of evaluations to
compare with the parametric model. This section highlights the non-parametric Gaussian Process (GP) models for the one- and two-dimensional marginalization of each set
of parameters. These GP models are fully generic, not assuming Gaussian behavior,
providing efficient and accurate approximations to the sample density, and which may
themselves be desired for additional applications.
Reconstructing a likelihood density from the posterior samples first requires reweighting samples by the inverse prior [23, 125]. The GWTC releases use an uninformed
prior which is uniform in detector-frame component masses and spin magnitude and
direction [43]. Alternatively, in terms of Mc,z (detector-frame chirp mass) and η:
p(Mc,z , η)dMc,z dη =

Mc,z dMc,z dη
4
√
(Mmax − mmin )2 η 6/5 1 − 4η

(2.1)

where we have for simplicity adopted prior boundaries in Mc,z and η so the distribution takes a simple product form. When applicable, the distance prior we remove is
the square of the inverse luminosity distance 1/l2 . Our method is not limited to an
uninformed prior, and the same methods could be applied for posterior samples drawn
with an informed prior [198].
There are various methods for providing a sample-based estimate of the likelihood
function. In low dimensionality, a KDE provides an accurate estimate of the likelihood
function for a gravitational-wave, and we use KDEs in our first paper, as the intermediate approximation to the likelihood [63, 84]. However, the evaluation of a KDE for
a given point in parameter space requires a high computational cost, as the evaluation
10

scales with the number of samples used for the estimate. Some events in LIGO’s third
observing run have > 105 samples, which make KDEs less than ideal [9].
Histograms provide a simple sample-based method but require smoothing and careful handling to avoid overfitting or underfitting samples. Others have done a lot of work
developing adaptive binning algorithms for flexible histograms which try to avoid these
errors by using different bin widths throughout a sample [173]. Some of these methods
are used in gravitational-wave likelihood estimation [55, 210, 56, 126]. These methods
are well tested in one dimension, are computationally limited in higher dimensions.
Some of these methods are still prone to overfitting.
In order to recover the marginal likelihood for our parameters in one and two dimensions, we rely on histograms with a fixed bin width optimized by minimizing binning
effects. We smooth these histograms using a Gaussian Process, and we share our methods below:
2.1.1

Gaussian Process Marginal Densities

Gaussian Process Regression is a non-parametric method of approximating the value
of a function in a given parameter space, given some sample function values (“training
data”) [201]. GP methods use a kernel, or a set of basis functions which describe the
covariance of points in the space explored by the model. The function value at each
point in the space described by a Gaussian Process can be described by a multivariate
normal random variable. These methods can be reliable, and are useful in statistical
inference due to their ability to make predictions directly by providing a mean and
covariance for the estimated value of a given function.
GP methods are known to be highly accurate while also being computationally expensive, where the time required to evaluate the function on a sample scales with the
cube of the number of training points provided in traditional methods. This cost can
be mitigated by selecting a kernel that enables sparse matrix operations, allowing the
evaluation of the GP on a given sample to consider only the points closest to that
sample. Williams and Rasmussen provide such a kernel in the form of the piecewise
polynomial kernel with compact support [201]. Together with compiled evaluations of
the basis functions themselves, the computational cost can be reduced by several orders
of magnitude compared to sci-kit learn [156]. Our Gaussian Process code is available
at
https://gitlab.com/xevra/gaussian-process-api. This package performs a Gaussian Process fit in an arbitrary number of dimensions using compiled sparse-matrix
kernel operations and sparse Cholesky matrix inversion. Our package also provides a
whitenoise kernel, necessary for many applications.
In addition to the Gaussian Process Regression interpolator, the package provides a
way to construct an estimate to a weighted sample density function, as a set of one- and
two-dimensional marginal density estimates, or as an k-dimensional density estimate.
The k-dimensional estimate is not required for our applications, and requires additional
testing, so we leave it out of this discussion.
11

Our method for reconstructing the one- and two- dimensional likelihood from reweighted posterior samples begins with a histogram with some number of bins, n. We
consider the centers of each bin our training inputs, Xn , and our normalized histogram
values make up our training values Yn . A Gaussian Process is used to smooth histogram
values, and is labeled fn (λ), using standard binomial error estimates. We then construct
a similar histogram and Gaussian Process fn+1 (λ), using n + 1 bins. For two- and
higher-dimensional histograms, all bins are incremented together - but need not be
identical. We cross-evaluate our models to furhter estimate the error of each model,
which is summed in quadrature with binomial error estimates.

δYn = |Yn − fn+1 (Xn )|

(2.2)

δYn+1 = |Yn+1 − fn (Xn+1 )|

(2.3)

By incrementing the number of bins, we choose n to minimizes these error estimates,
using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [121]. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test measures the
maximum value of the difference between two distributions. We refrain from using a
more sophisticated measure of the difference between two distributions in order to avoid
over-complicating a new method. In the future, a different test may be used.
One limitation of this method without any additional work is that the training data
(Xn ) are placed at the centers of histogram bins. Therefore, there will be no training
points in the outermost half-bin-width region of the histogram. If we use fn (X) to
estimate the value of the likelihood function in that outermost half-bin-width region, we
are required to extrapolate rather than interpolate. This is more difficult to accomplish
accurately with a Gaussian Process not designed specifically for extrapolation.
We can overcome this limitation by imposing a boundary condition on our histogram, taking advantage of the fact that histograms estimate a probability distribution
only in a bounded region. This boundary condition effectively mirrors the sample about
the boundary in only a half-bin-width region outside the histogram limits. Extending
the influence of the histogram by one half-bin-width allows the outer-most bins for our
histogram to lie precisely on the boundary. This allows us to avoid extrapolating with
our Gaussian Process. Finally, we construct an additional Gaussian Process, g(λ),
which is trained using the combined training sets and estimated errors for fn (λ) and
fn+1 (λ), with our final choice of n. We find that g(λ) offers a more informed Gaussian
Process than those generated by individual histograms.

2.2

Normal Approximate Likelihood Modeling

The multivariate normal distribution is a standard tool for effective approximations for
the gravitational-wave likelihood function in suitable coordinates [2, 158, 146, 45, 147].
Multivariate normal models have many desirable properties, including fast density eval12

uation and ease of generating random samples. However, a normal approximation does
not arise naturally in generic coordinates, but only when using a parameterization well
suited to the signal, such that the coordinates chosen are expected to be dominated
by Gaussian noise. Unfortunately, many of these desired coordinates are limited by a
finite domain (see fig 2.1). In cases where the likelihood appears Gaussian-like with
significant truncation, an optimized bounded multivariate normal distribution will preserve the desired properties of a Gaussian model and better represent a sample density
than simply assuming the sample mean and covariance for the parameters of a Gaussian. This section summarizes thee parameters and optimization process for the Normal
Approximate Likelihood (NAL) model.
2.2.1

The NAL Model Parameters

A generalized multivariate normal distribution can be characterized fully by the location
of its peak (µ) and a covariance matrix (Σ).
− 21

G(λ − µ, Σ) = (|2πΣ|)

i
1
T −1
exp − (λ − µ) Σ (λ − µ)
2
h

(2.4)

The NAL parameterization of these quantities includes a decomposition of Σ into the
characteristic standard deviation parameters, σ, and the correlation matrix, ρ, where
Σ = σρσ T . This decomposition is especially effective because the correlation parameters have useful properties, including symmetry (ρi,j = ρj,i ), unity along the diagonal
(ρi,i = 1), and bounds (−1 ≤ ρi,j ≤ 1). The expression for a k-dimensional space
expands to:
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where, (k 2 + 3k)/2 parameters must be optimized (e.g. a three-dimensional model
will have nine parameters, while an eleven-dimensional model will have seventy-seven
parameters).
2.2.2

NAL Optimization

As one- and two-dimensional marginals fully capture the behavior of a generalized
bounded multivariate normal distribution, we can optimize a high-dimensional NAL
model by evaluating the goodness of fit using one- and two-dimensional marginalization.
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A one-dimensional marginal in the i’th dimension is fully characterized by µi and σi ,
as Gi (λi ) = G(λi − µi , σi ). Similarly, a two-dimensional marginal in the i’th and j’th
components is fully characterized by µi , µj , σi , σj , and ρij , as Gi,j (λi,j ) = G([Xi , Xj ] −
[µi , µj ], [[σi2 , σi σj ρij ], [σi σj ρij , σj2 ]]). By evaluating Gi (λi ) and Gi,j (λi,j ) in a bounded
region, and normalizing in that bounded region, one can invoke a standard convergence
test to evaluate the goodness of fit between a set of Gaussian parameters and an estimate
of the sample density.
In our procedure, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to evaluate
the agreement of our NAL models with the Gaussian Process sample density estimates
outlined previously (sec 2.1.1) The KL divergence measures the ability of a secondary
probability distribution (Q(x)) to describe a primary probability distribution (P (x)),
and is given by:
DKL (P |Q) =

X

P (x)log

x∈x

 P (x) 
Q(x)

(2.6)

It also represents the information lost by approximating P (x) with Q(x). The KL
divergence is sensitive to logarithmic differences between P and Q. The quantity is
well suited to our purposes, as we compare a wide variety of guesses (as secondary
distributions) to fixed (primary) one and two-dimensional marginal sample distributions
during optimization. The quality of a particular guess in the optimization is described
by the mean of the one- and two-dimensional KL divergences which describe the oneand two-dimensional marginals of the NAL model.
Initially, we explored various packaged optimization routines, such as Newton’s
method and Emcee [74]. We found that these optimization routines failed to perform
at a level we were satisfied with. Following this, we explored simulated annealing as
an alternative optimization algorithm, which was used in our first paper [116, 63]. We
have continued to refine the optimization algorithm to include informed guessing and
develop a genetic optimization routine. These “informed guesses” include quadratic fits
to one-dimensional marginals, for estimating µ and σ in each dimension.
While the final model is selected using the mean of the one- and two-dimensional
KL divergences, we are able to make use of the individual KL divergences for each
marginal. The initial population of the genetic algorithm is a set of informed guesses,
filled with additional random guesses. At each time-step, parents are selected by considering the mean KL divergence. The traits passed down to the child population are
the parameters of the multivariate normal fit, and are chosen randomly from the two
parents with a preference for the lower one- and two-dimensional KL divergences of
associated marginals. Following this, the child population is allowed to jump like a
Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) random walker, which constitutes mutation [92]. At each step, the guesses with the lowest mean KL divergence
are carried over to the breeding pool of the next generation.
Alongside our second paper, we provide a software package, GWALK (Gravitational-
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Parameterization
aligned3d
aligned3d source
aligned3d dist
mass tides
mass tides source
aligned tides
aligned tides source
aligned tides dist
spin6d
precessing8d
precessing8d source
precessing8d dist
precessing tides source
full precessing tides

Coordinates
Mc,z , η, χeff
Mc , η, χeff
Mc,z , η, χeff , l−1
Mc,z , η, Λ̃, δ Λ̃
Mc , η, Λ̃, δ Λ̃
Mc,z , η, χeff , Λ̃, δ Λ̃
Mc , η, χeff , Λ̃, δ Λ̃
Mc,z , η, χeff , Λ̃, δ Λ̃, l−1
χ1x , χ2x , χ1y , χ2y , χ1z , χ2z
Mc,z , η, χ1x , χ2x , χ1y , χ2y , χ1z , χ2z
Mc , η, χ1x , χ2x , χ1y , χ2y , χ1z , χ2z
Mc,z , η, χ1x , χ2x , χ1y , χ2y , χ1z , χ2z , l−1
Mc , η, χ1x , χ2x , χ1y , χ2y , χ1z , χ2z , Λ̃, δ Λ̃
Mc,z , η, χ1x , χ2x , χ1y , χ2y , χ1z , χ2z , Λ̃, δ Λ̃, l−1

Prior
aligned3d
aligned3d
aligned3d dist
mass
mass
aligned3d
aligned3d
aligned3d dist
precessing8d
precessing8d
precessing8d
precessing8d dist
precessing8d
precessing8d dist

Table 2.1: NAL parameterizations of the astrophysical properties associated with parameter estimation samples in the GWTCs.
Wave Approximate LiKelihoods), at https://gitlab.com/xevra/gwalk. This package provides tools for constructing NAL for an arbitrary set of samples, within an
arbitrary set of boundaries. It also provides a computationally efficient compiled Gaussian likelihood evaluation and our genetic optimization routine for NAL parameters.

2.3

Properties of NAL Models for GWTC Events

We find that NAL models for most events in the GWTCs are overwhelmingly in agreement with their associated sample density. These optimized models better represent
the likelihood inferred from parameter estimation samples than Gaussians with assumed parameters based on the sample mean and covariance while providing the same
efficient density evaluation and ease in generating randomly distributed samples. Additionally, the µ parameters of these models provide a more accurate MLE description
of the astrophysical parameters for a given event than either the sample mean or median when significant boundary/truncation effects are in play. This is immediately
relevant to astrophysical interpretations of gravitational-wave events, as boundary effects extend beyond a single parameter, and are unavoidable when fully characterizing
the astrophysical parameters of a gravitational-wave event. The NAL model fits for
the full parameterization of each waveform in the GWTC releases are available at
https://gitlab.com/xevra/nal-data. The rest of this chapter considers the application and interpretation of these NAL models.
Most of the compact binaries reported in the GWTC releases are well constrained
by source-frame chirp mass (Mc ), symmetric mass ratio (η), and aligned effective spin
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(χeff ) [6, 188, 51]. Other parameterizations are necessary to fully characterize events
with properties different from the typical binary black hole merger, such as precessing spin and tidal deformability. Our choices for the parameterizations used for NAL
models of a given event are given by table 2.1. These parameterizations allow us to
provide detailed and accurate models for the entire astrophysical parameter space for
the gravitational-wave events reported in the GWTC releases for the third observing
run of LIGO/Virgo, as well as a limited set of models for events in GWTC-1 which
don’t offer full spin information.
The labels representing the prior removed for each parameterization described in
table 2.1 are all consistent with the prior choices described in section 2.1. However, the
prior removed must represent the coordinates of a given parameterization, which differ
from the aligned spin case to the precessing case, and for parameterizations that consider
distance. The ‘mass’ prior removes only the prior in mass. The ‘aligned3d’ prior
removes the prior in mass and χeff . The ‘precessing8d’ prior removes the prior in mass
and Cartesian spin. The ‘ dist’ suffix indicates that distance prior has been removed,
as necessary for parameterizations which consider the inverse luminosity distance.
We have applied the NAL method to each set of samples available in the GWTC releases (GWTC-1: https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800370/public, GWTC-2: https:
//dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P2000223/public/, GWTC-2.1: https://zenodo.org/record/
5117762#.YwYrG9LMJB1, GWTC-3: https://zenodo.org/record/5546665#.YwYrHdLMJB1)
for each of the waveform models available for each set of samples (including IMRPhenomD [102, 112], IMRPhenomPv2 [91, 111], IMRPhenomPv3 [113], IMRPhenomPv3HM [149], IMRPhenomXPHM [163, 82, 162], SEOBNRv3 [154, 183], SEOBNRv4 [33], SEOBNRv4PHM [57, 150], and NRSur7dq4 [195], as well as others [138,
138, 65, 66, 95, 180] ). These models support a wide variety of potential and realized
applications.
2.3.1

Aligned Spin

As seen in figure 2.2, NAL models are in strong agreement with the GWTC samples.
As the majority of events are near equal mass, the finite boundary effect of sample
truncation in symmetric mass ratio (η ≤ 1/4) introduces a significant bias away from
equal mass in Gaussians assumed from the sample mean and covariance (fig 2.1). NAL
models overcome this source of bias. For example, for the gravitational-wave event
GW190521, we estimate (µopt − µnaive )/σopt = 1.006 for symmetric mass ratio, where
µopt and σopt are parameters of the optimized NAL models and µnaive is the sample
mean. Some key events have been highlighted in figure 2.2 and table 2.2. As described
in section 2.2.2, the mean value of the marginal KL divergences is used to characterize
each fit.
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Figure 2.2: These corner plots are similar to figure 2.1, and represent optimized NAL fits
for GW190814 and GW190517 055101 (again, through ‘PublicationSamples’). These
are noteworthy events in GWTC-2, with GW190814 having a mass ratio significantly
different from unity, and GW190517 055101 having a large spin magnitude.
Event
GW150914
GW170817
GW190403 051519
GW190425
GW190517 055101
GW190521
GW190814

KL
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.005
0.016
0.002

µM c
28.6+1.1
−1.1
1.187+0.002
−0.002
35.5+4.9
−4.9
1.43+0.01
−0.01
25.8+2.5
−2.5
65.6+6.5
−6.5
6.09+0.04
−0.04

µη
2.500−0.007
0.247+0.003
−0.003
0.17+0.03
−0.03
0.228+0.017
−0.017
2.50−0.02
2.498+0.002
−0.022
0.090+0.003
−0.003

µχeff
0.00+0.09
−0.09
0.007+0.008
−0.008
0.76+0.09
−0.09
0.09+0.05
−0.05
0.54+0.12
−0.12
0.06+0.23
−0.23
0.00+0.04
−0.04

Table 2.2: Optimized MLE properties of gravitaional-wave events in the aligned-spin
source-frame model.
The goodness of fit is measured by the mean of the oneand two-dimensional KL divergences comparing each NAL model to each marginal
(see section 2.2.2). The SEOBNRv3 approximant is used for GW150914, while the
IMRPhenomPv2NRT lowSpin approximant is used for GW170817, SEOBNRv4PHM is
used for GW190403 051519, and “PublicationSamples” is used for the remaining events.
Event
GW190403 051519
GW190517 055101

KL
0.009
0.005

µMc
36.0+5.4
−5.4
25.8+2.5
−2.5

µη
0.17+0.03
−0.03
0.2498+0.002
−0.003

µχ1z
0.91+0.09
−0.09
0.66+0.19
−0.19

µχ2z
0.49+0.58
−0.58
0.43+0.41
−0.41

Table 2.3: Single valued parameter estimates for gravitaional wave events in the
fully precessing Cartesian spin component source-frame model. Mean KL divergences are included to demonstrate the goodness of fit. SEOBNRv4PHM is used for
GW190403 051519, and “Publication Samples” is used for GW190517 055101.
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Figure 2.3: These corner plots are similar to figure 2.1, with (left) source-frame aligned
spin parameters of GW190403 051519 and (right) Cartesian spin components for the
same event. We study the SEOBNRv4PHM samples for this example. If this marginal
detection is real, it has a nonzero spin by 10 characteristic standard deviations. We do
note a minor disagreement in η (left) and with χ1z and χ2z (right), which we attribute
to non-Gaussianity in our posterior samples.
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Figure 2.4: These corner plots are similar to figure 2.1, with tidal deformability parameterizations of BNS mergers (left) GW170817 and (right) GW190425. In this example
in particular, we use detector-frame chirp mass to characterize each event. We consider
the ‘IMRPhenomPv2NRT lowSpin’ samples for GW170817 and the ‘AlignedSpinInspiralTidal LS’ samples for GW190425. We note significant non-Gaussianity in the sample
distribution for GW170817, which explains the limitations of the NAL model in fully
characterizing these sample distributions.
2.3.2

Precessing spin models

NAL models are in strong agreement with the GWTC samples, providing well-posed
likelihood models for aligned and precessing spin. As seen in figure 2.3, NAL models
overcome the finite boundary (truncation) effect of spin magnitudes (χ < 1 for physical
systems) for events with high spin. While few events are known to have high spin,
there are well-constrained examples of such events, and of events with precessing spin
components [185, 9]. As a system with a spin magnitude |χ| ≥ 1 is not physical
(representing a naked singularity in the case of a black hole), we must consider this
another finite boundary limitation of our model. NAL optimization overcomes this
boundary effect as well, with (µopt − µnaive )/σopt = 0.43 for GW190403 051519 and
0.28 for GW200115 042309 for χ1z , for example. We provide NAL models for the
full six-dimensional Cartesian spin component model for each event where parameter
estimation samples in the GWTC releases support such a decomposition.
2.3.3

Tidal Parameters

As seen in figure (2.4), NAL models support tidal deformability parameterizations as
well, and these are also in strong agreement with the GWTC samples. We provide NAL
19

Event
GW170817
GW190425

KL
0.02
0.02

µMc
1.19756+0.00007
−0.00007
1.4874+0.0004
−0.0004

µη
0.249+0.001
−0.004
0.23+0.02
−0.02

µΛ̃
332+291
−291
208+884
−208

µδΛ̃
9.484+0.011
−0.011
37+192
−192

Table 2.4: Single valued parameter estimates for gravitaional wave events in the
mass tides parameterization. Mean KL divergences are included to demonstrate the
goodness of fit. The SEOBNRv3 approximant is used for GW150914, while the IMRPhenomPv2NRT lowSpin approximant is used for GW170817.
models with tidal parameterizations indiscriminately for event/waveform combinations
in the GWTC releases which offer support for tidal information, including the two BNS
mergers, GW170817 and GW190425 [5, 7]. We adopt the standard parameterization of
Λ̃ and δ Λ̃ from Wade et al. [199]:
Λ̃ =

i
p
8h
(1 + 7η − 31η 2 )(Λ1 + Λ2 ) + 1 − 4η(1 + 9η − 11η 2 )(Λ1 − Λ2 )
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(2.7)

1 hp
13272
8944 2
δ Λ̃ =
1 − 4η(1 −
η+
η )(Λ1 + Λ2 )+
2
1319
1319
i
32850 2 3380 3
15910
η+
η +
η )(Λ1 − Λ2 ) (2.8)
(1 −
1319
1319
1319
For clarity, figure 2.4 showcases only the mass parameters of these fits, in detectorframe coordinates. NAL models overcome the finite boundary effect introduced by
truncation for Λ̃ > 0. For GW190425, for example, the boundary effect removed can
be estimated by (µopt − µnaive )/σopt = 0.72. We include an example, demonstrating
that NAL models apply to high-dimensional parameterizations of the astrophysical
properties of gravitational-wave events in figure 2.5, exploring detector-frame mass
parameters, Cartesian spin, tidal deformability, and inverse luminosity distance.

2.4

Applications of NAL Models

NAL models provide a compact likelihood approximation for the astrophysical properties of each gravitational-wave event published in the GWTC releases. They further provide insight into those astrophysical properties for individual events through MLE characterizations of the parameters representing those properties. They also overcome bias
introduced when assuming a Gaussian from the sample mean and covariance. Together,
these models further provide an understanding of the population of gravitational-wave
events released so far, and our methods have broader applications such as population
inference (as we will see in the next few chapters) and parameter estimation.
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Figure 2.5: This corner plot is similar to figure 2.1, including the full elevendimensional parameterization for the detector-frame masses, Cartesian spin components, tidal deformability, and inverse luminosity distance. For this example, ‘IMRPhenomPv2 NRTidal-LS’ samples are used. Despite some minor non-Gaussianities,
the NAL model fits the samples well.
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Figure 2.6: MLE aligned-spin source-frame estimates in Mc and η for all marginal
and confident detections in the GWTC releases. Markers indicate deviation from equal
mass (ϵ = (1/4 − µopt )/σopt ).
2.4.1

Properties of the Gravitational-Wave Population

Through GWTC-3, the gravitational-wave population is reported to be biased toward
equal mass [51]. However, the sample-mean estimates tabulated for the properties of
each event in the GWTC papers don’t provide an effective MLE representation of the
symmetric mass ratio, which waveform models are especially sensitive to. Figure 2.6
demonstrates the NAL maximum likelihood estimates of each event (marginal and confident), in source-frame chirp mass and symmetric mass ratio. Our parameterizations of
each likelihood model allow us to estimate how many σ each event is in difference from
equal mass. This quantity is related to the half-width-half-max of our distribution, and
is a characteristic estimate of the standard deviation expected of the Gaussian without
a boundary (used to classify the error of measurements as σ, 2σ, 3σ etc...).
In addition to MLE characterizations, we can also describe the population using the
truncated Gaussians in various ways. For example, figure 2.7 arranges the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) for the gravitational-wave population through GWTC3, using only the confident detections (consistent with [51]). For this arrangement,
the one-dimensional marginal for the source-frame chirp mass is used for a variety of
approximants.
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Figure 2.7: The CDF for the gravitational-wave population, estimated using NAL
models with a Wilson Score interval [202], including only those events in the LSC’s
O3b population paper [51].
2.4.2

Applications for Low-Latency Parameter Estimation

Our method can ultimately be applied not only to the secondary parameterization
of released samples, but also directly to parameter estimation routines. The NAL
optimization can be carried out using either a set of draws from the posterior of a
given event (as done throughout this chapter) or a set of likelihood evaluations. Even a
sparse set of evaluations can be used to efficiently generate NAL models, making NAL
a candidate for the rapid characterization of binary sources in-situ during an observing
run.
Figure 2.8 provides a simplistic example of this potential low-latency application.
The RIFT inputs provide a limited set of likelihood evaluations through IMRPhenomD, using marginalized detector-frame mass and spin distributions. This evaluation
set is chosen in the range of binary parameters flagged during an observing run, for
low-latency followup for a potential electromagnetic counterpart. As most potential
electromagnetic follow-ups in the near future are expected to occur at low redshift, a
detector-frame mass parameterization is employed in this example. The optimization
routine for this example is simplified so as to not select parameters for the child population using information about the one- and two-dimensional marginals, as these are not
computed for a grid of likelihood evaluations. The NAL optimization in this example
is carried out in a few seconds, including the overhead costs of initializing the program.
The exceptional, uninformed, agreement of the low-latency NAL optimization (figure 2.8) with the published GWTC samples demonstrates the possibilities our method
holds for low-latency parameter estimation application. However, further work must be
done for a systematic justification of this method for potential low-latency parameter
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Figure 2.8: A NAL (detector-frame) characterization of GW190412, using a sparse
set of likelihood evaluations from RIFT (with IMRPhenomD), designed to imitate the
availability of evaluations in a low-latency setting. The GWTC sample estimate provided for comparison are the “PublicationSamples” provided in the GWTC-2 release.
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estimation.
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Chapter 3
Simulating the Evolution of Massive
Binary Star Systems
In this chapter, I provide a brief overview of the binary evolution of massive stars,
focusing on the processes which are characterized in this dissertation and related work.
I will begin with a brief review of the literature for massive stellar binaries. Following
this, I will describe our use of the StarTrack algorithm used to produce the population
of simulated mergers associated with the formation channel for compact binaries. I will
demonstrate the processing required to construct a physically justified population of
merging binaries to be consistent with those observed by gravitational-wave observatories. Finally, this chapter will also include a discussion of the StarTrack synthetic
universe data products, as well as their physical significance.

3.1

The Evolution of Massive Stars and Binaries

We summarize the well-studied life cycle of massive stars; see Hurley et al. (2000) for
a review [99]. See also other related works [47, 115, 206]. When a star is born, it will
reach a thermodynamic equilibrium with the nuclear reactions that power it; i.e. the
fusion of hydrogen into helium. Once this equilibrium is achieved, we say that a star
has reached the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS), where its mass, metallicity, and
rotation become sufficient to determine a star’s isolated evolution. This is the starting
point for the study of stellar evolution.
A star spends most of its life on the main sequence, fusing hydrogen in its core.
Following this, the course of a star’s evolution depends largely on its mass. The least
massive stars ( 0.08M⊙ < m < 0.8M⊙ ) never fully expend the hydrogen at their cores,
and continue to burn hydrogen slowly, conserving their fuel for potentially trillions of
years. Stars in the ( 0.8M⊙ < m < 8M⊙ ) will have a shorter lifetime, entering the red
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giant and asymptotic giant branch stages before ending their lives as white dwarfs with
planetary nebula.
A massive star (M > 8M⊙ ) will leave the main sequence even sooner, as a supergiant. As giant and supergiant stars cool and expand, they lose a substantial amount
of mass to stellar wind. They may also shed the outer layers of its atmosphere entirely,
becoming an exposed helium core or Wolf-Rayet star. Further nuclear reactions are
endothermic, and the star’s core will collapse as electron degeneracy pressure is lost.
The end of such star’s life is a type II supernova explosion, the result of which is a
compact remnant (a neutron star or a black hole).
It is expected that about two thirds of massive stars belong to a binary system
[26]. These binary systems are bound together by the gravitational binding energy
of their orbit and separated by the orbital angular momentum. For those systems of
massive stellar binaries in tightly bound orbits, several of effects can determine if they
remain separated for their lifetime, or if enter a phase of mass transfer (accretion),
enter a phase where they share a common envelope of external atmosphere, or merge
as luminous companions or compact remnants with a detectable gravitational radiation
signature. The rest of section 3.1 will explore how these processes are modeled, in order
to predict how stars and stellar binaries evolve.
Stellar Wind
Stellar wind is material ejected from a stellar atmosphere as gas and dust without
substantial clumping.
Stellar wind is key to the volumetric mass loss rate of stars.
Understanding it requires a study of stellar atmosphere models. Various groups have
studied mass loss due to stellar wind in the evolution of massive stars [32, 141, 90, 197,
148, 41, 133, 165]. In addition to its role in stellar evolution, some stellar wind can be
captured by a binary companion, effecting binary evolution [32, 27, 24].
The initial mass and metallicity of a star are expected to play a major role in
the amount of matter ejected by stellar wind, with substantially weaker stellar winds
present in main sequence stars at low metallicity [148, 165, 24]. This is known as the
“weak-wind phenomenon,” which is an ongoing area of research, and may determine
if a star enters a Wolf-Rayet phase or not [165]. However, this phenomenon does not
substantially impact volumetric mass loss rates during the supergiant phase of massive
stars [165].
3.1.1

Supernova Engines

The death of a massive star through a core-collapse supernova has been studied in-depth
by many groups [77, 144, 127], and we attempt to briefly characterize the supernova
mechanisms. It is important to understand these processes when studying the formation
channels for compact binaries, as different models are capable of producing black holes
and neutron stars in different mass ranges, and with different properties. It was common
knowledge that black holes should not form in the lower mass gap (2.5 -5 M⊙ ), in a
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vacuum, until gravitational-wave events were observed with masses in that range (e.g.
GW190814; although it was proposed that black holes could form in that range due to
interactions with a binary companion of similar ZAMS mass) [187].
As the runaway nuclear reactions in massive stars become endothermic, the core
of a massive star begins to collapse. This collapse is halted by nuclear forces, as a
proto-neutron star core forms with the density of an atomic nucleus. Infalling material
during this collapse can have velocities near the speed of light, and the formation of the
proto-neutron star core halts this infalling material, producing shocks that reverberate
throughout the convective envelope of the star. The proto-neutron star continues to
leak energy through neutrino emission, as neutrinos are particles which carry mass and
can escape from dense regions where light is blocked by the stellar atmosphere. The
shocks carry energy away from the core until they are damped by neutrino emission.
Instabilities in the region where these shocks propagate can result in energy instead
being transformed into kinetic energy, pushing the envelope away from the core. This
kinetic energy is the cause of the energetic ejection of material associated with the
supernova. The time taken by the ejection of the convective envelope determines the
amount of matter which can accrete onto the proto-neutron star core, and ultimately
determines the fate of the compact remnant.
Groups such as Fryer et al. have proposed rapid and delayed convection-enhanced
neutrino-driven supernova explosion models [77]. The “rapid” supernova engine predicts a lower mass gap for black holes, as stars undergoing a core-collapse supernova
with a “rapid” convective timescale are unable to produce compact remnants in the
2.5 − 5M⊙ range. The “delayed” supernova engine does not exhibit the same properties
and is capable of producing black holes in this region [77, 28].
There are other types of supernovae which can occur for the most massive stars
(M > 80M⊙ ) [127]. For these stars, energetic gamma rays are produced during the
formation of the oxygen core, the absorption of which causes electron-positron pair
production. This causes a contraction of the core, resulting in an accelerated oxygen
burning phase. For stars with more than 150M⊙ , this accelerated oxygen burning
becomes a runaway thermonuclear explosion, annihlilating the star in a Pair-Instability
SuperNovae (PISN), leaving no compact remnant. For stars in the 80M⊙ < M <
150M⊙ range, the energy released by pair-instability is insufficient to trigger a PISN.
These stars release energetic pulses during the pair-instability phase, shedding mass
until they no longer produce the energetic gamma rays required for pair-instability, and
ultimately undergo core-collapse supernovae. Systems which undergo this Pulsational
Pair Instability (PPI) before core-collapse are labeled as PPI SuperNovae (PPISNe).
The effect of PISN and PPISN on the population of compact remnants is the prediction of an upper limit on low-mass black holes, around 50M⊙ , known as the “upper
mass gap.” The mass ranges for which PISN and PPISN can occur depend on the
rotation and the ZAMS metallicity of massive stars, as well as models of mass loss due
to stellar wind [127].
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Supernova Recoil Kicks
Asymmetries in ejected material during a supernova can impart linear momentum on
a compact remnant, which results in a “recoil kick” for the compact remnant, with
some velocity. The strongest evidence for supernova recoil kicks is that the velocity
distribution of neutron stars is much greater than that of the stellar populations which
produce them [88, 44, 144]. Observationally, there is further support for recoil kicks
in both gravitational-wave measurements [151] and electromagnetic sources [87, 161].
For neutron stars, this effect is equal to the linear momentum of the ejected material
[53, 96]. Belczynski et al. (2002) found that a second Maxwellian component is a
good predictor for pulsars with high kick velocities [26]. For black holes, the imparted
linear momentum is reduced by the fraction of the ejected material that falls back onto
the black hole [54, 77]. Recently, different groups have found support for substantial
asymmetries in supernova engines driven by neutrinos, using independent simulation
and analysis [205, 77, 143].
3.1.2

Interacting Binaries and the Common Envelope Phase

Different mechanisms are expected to enable mass transfer between binary companions
as well as mass ejection from binary systems, including the Common Envelope (CE)
phase as well as stellar wind, clumped ejection, and other means. These interactions
typically involve the transfer of mass from one star (the donor) to its companion (the
accretor). The most significant of these interactions is the ejection of a common envelope
by means of non-conservative mass transfer, which is essential to our understanding of
how compact objects form [34, 153, 167, 168, 129, 157, 26].
Common envelope evolution can result in compact binaries, cataclysmic variable
stars, Type Ib supernova, naked helium stars, or a complete merger without the formation of a compact binary [153, 118]. In particular, the formation channel for compact
binaries which may merge to produce gravitational radiation involves a rapid inspiral
of the companion object inside the shared envelope, which leads to the ejection of the
common envelope. There are not many other known mechanisms by which compact
binaries may experience the necessary orbital shrinkage to merge by emission of gravitational radiation within the age of the known Universe. Conversely, if the common
envelope remains bound, the binary components merge completely without forming a
compact binary.
A successful CE ejection occurs when the remnant core of the giant donor star is
smaller than its Roche-lobe, and depends largely on the original mass, radius, and
metallicity of the donor star, as well as a choice of common envelope efficiency αCE ,
and an envelope structure constant λCE [209, 38, 78, 135, 160, 184, 159, 89, 104, 103,
200, 118, 27, 30, 39, 203]. The energy stored in a common envelope can be calculated
by considering the gravitational potential energy of the envelope together with thermal
and chemical energies. By modeling the gravitational potential energy of the common
envelope and core of the donor star separately, we can calculate the post-CE separation
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of a binary while freely varying both λCE and αCE [118].
Mass transfer instability plays a crucial role in this process, affecting the structure
of the common envelope as well as the distance between the core of each companion.
Mass transfer becomes unstable when the donor star’s Roche-lobe shrinks faster than
the size of the donor, and is the result of a non-conservative method of mass transfer
on behalf of the donor [157]. This type of non-conservative mass transfer necessarily
occurs only in systems with a mass ratio satisfying qcrit < q < 1.0, for some qcrit [157].
Rather than a pre-determined constant of our evolution model, qcrit is constrained by
the population of merging binaries. If mass transfer occurs after the hydrogen core
burning phase, but before the ignition of central helium, and the primary fills its Roche
lobe, then qcrit ≈ 0.97 [12, 192]. Alternatively, if mass transfer occurs after the initial
primary’s helium burning phase, qcrit ≈ 0.9. Supernova recoil kick velocities have a
large impact on the outcome of such mass transfer associated with a common envelope
ejection, as radially symmetric supernovae are more likely to cause a binary system to
become unbound [20].
Here, we describe the formalism for this type of non-conservative mass transfer,
as seen in Rappaport, Joss, and Webbink (1982), and Rappaport, Verbunt, and Joss
(1983) [167, 168]. This process is specified by two free parameters: The fraction fa ,
of the mass lost by the doner, that is accreted by star 2, and the specific angular
momentum β, of any matter lost from the system, in units of 2πa2 /P .
δJ = βδ Ṁ1 (1 − fa )

2πa2
P

(3.1)

where δ Ṁ1 is infinitesimal mass lost by the initial primary, and δJ is a small amount
of angular momentum held by matter ejected by the system, a is the semimajor axis,
and P is the orbital period [157]. Values of fa less than unity indicate mass is lost from
the system (due to ejected material). Podsiadlowski et al (1992) [157] argue that if the
common envelope is in thermal equilibrium, the final properties of the binaries depend
only on the final masses of the hydrogen-exhausted core and hydrogen-rich envelope.

3.2

Simulating Populations of Massive Binaries with
StarTrack

Many groups have developed binary evolution simulations to produce synthetic populations of compact binaries, including the COMPAS software [181, 169, 39, 40] and
POSYDON [75]. The POSYDON group (Fragos et al) [75] have organized a list including many of these other software [105, 106, 107, 72, 193, 194, 100, 124, 36, 85, 128,
179, 191, 190]. Throughout the rest of this dissertation, the work summarized includes
the StarTrack binary evolution simulations [26, 27, 25, 28].
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The StarTrack algorithm reproduces a physically motivated population of massive
stellar binaries for a population with a specified metallicity and initial mass function.
The merger rate densities represented by these populations can be used to generate
synthetic universes which predict the compact binaries formed in the history of The
Universe, accounting for changes in the metallicity of The Universe over cosmological
time [68]. StarTrack accounts for many physical processes, including stellar evolution,
accretion, tidal interactions, stellar wind, metallicity, gravitational radiation, magnetic
braking, and recoil kicks. The content in this section is based on prior work [26, 27, 25,
28, 67, 68, 69, 208].
Each run of StarTrack begins with a set of assumptions about the physical processes
involved in the formation and evolution of binary star systems which could produce
compact binaries. In many cases, these assumptions are characterized by a formation
parameter assumed inductively. The set of these formation parameters defines the
independent variable space of our simulations, which we call Λ.
3.2.1

Initial Mass Function

A StarTrack synthetic universe is generated as a set of distinct runs of the core StarTrack algorithm, each corresponding to a cosmological reference time. Each such run
is generated as a fixed number of isolated binaries at a fixed reference time. The primary component of each binary is drawn from a Kroupa Initial Mass Function (IMF)
[172, 122, 123].
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⊙
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⊙
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(3.2)

where we adopt αIM F = 2.35, consistent with the literature [28, 117]. The companion
mass is drawn from a uniform distribution in mass ratio, for qmin ≤ q ≤ 1. [119, 22, 70].
A value of qmin = 0.08M⊙ /m1 represents the smallest allowed companion corresponding
to the hydrogen-burning limit [119]. Following Belczynski et al. (2020) [28], we adopt
a value for qmin = 0.1M⊙ /m1 . Only systems for which m1 > 5M⊙ and m2 > 3M⊙
are evolved in a StarTrack run, as only these systems are expected to form compact
binaries.
This population of stars is representative of some amount of star-forming gas, Msim ,
which must account for systems in the mass cutoff region, systems which do not form
binaries, and systems which do not merge in the age of The Universe. The contribution
for systems outside the mass cutoff for potential compact binaries must be described
by a mass efficiency, λeff , [152].
n fcut
(3.3)
λeff =
N ⟨M ⟩
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where N binaries are simulated out of n progenitor systems, ⟨M ⟩ is the average mass
of all binary progenitors, and where fcut accounts for the proportion of the IMF in the
cutoff region.
The true fraction of stars, fbin , which belong to binary systems is not known. We
compare the merger rate per unit mass at a given time, marginalized over merger
parameters, ρΛ (t|fbin ), to a reference value where fbin = 1. This way, we can rescale
the merger rate for an arbitrary choice of fbin [152]:
ρΛ (t|fbin ) = ρΛ (t|fbin = 1)

fbin (1 + ⟨q⟩)
1 + fbin ⟨q⟩

(3.4)

For our purposes, ⟨q⟩ is assumed to be one, and fbin is assumed 1/2.
Finally, we can compute Msim , the mass represented by the represented population
of StarTrack binaries:
2fbin n fcut
Mbin
(3.5)
Msim =
1 + fbin N ⟨M ⟩
This mass estimate allows us to rescale the population of binary systems evolved by
the StarTrack algorithm to match the size of a galaxy, or the physical universe. Each
metallicity bin evolves N = 2 × 106 binary systems [28].
3.2.2

Single Star Evolution Assumptions

StarTrack relies extensively on the work of Hurley, Pols, & Tout (2000), for the evolution
of massive stars, summarized in section 3.1 [99]. Individual stars evolve following from
Hurley, Pols, & Tout (2000) [99], whereby an individual star’s zero-age main sequence
mass and metallicity are sufficient to predict its evolution. Consistent with Belczynski
et al. (2020) [28], we explore a variety of supernova engine settings, based on the work
of Fryer et al. (2012) [77] and Leung, Nomoto, and Blinnikov (2019) [127], including
rapid and delayed models which account for pair-instability. We explore a parameter
space in σkick , the characteristic recoil kick velocity for a single Maxwellian distribution
representative of asymmetric neutrino-driven supernova ejecta.
Stellar Wind
The StarTrack algorithm models stellar wind as an accretion process, following Bondi
& Hoyle (1944) and Boffin & Jorissen (1988) [34, 32, 27]. To address the weakwind phenomenon, StarTrack makes use of global scale factors of fwind1 ≤ 1.0, and
fwind2 ≤ 1.0, which multiplies the assumed volumetric mass loss rate due to stellar
wind [24]. Here, fwind1 applies to hydrogen-dominated stars, while fwind2 applies to
helium-dominated stars (such as naked helium cores). In our work, we vary these
factors together (fwind1 = fwind2 ), but this is not a necessary assumption.
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3.2.3

Binary Evolution

The StarTrack binary evolution algorithm considers not only individual stellar evolution, but also an up-to-date model of the effects of stellar evolution on binaries,
consistent with literature (see section 3.1) [28]. StarTrack makes standard assumptions
about the initial separation of binary systems [11]. As we are interested in only systems
which can become merging compact binaries, the evolution of systems where the donor
mass falls below 0.5M⊙ , or when the companion falls below 0.3M⊙ during mass transfer
is discontinued.
Formation Parameters
In our own work, we use StarTrack simulations like those described in Belczynski et al
(2020) [28]. The models we study are variations with particular choices for some of the
formation parameters assumed as inputs for the StarTrack simulations. For instance,
we vary our assumptions in the accretion fraction fa and specific angular momentum β
associated with non-conservative mass transfer during common envelope evolution (see
3.1).
Consistent with Belczynski et al (2020) [28], the binding energy parameters αCE and
λCE are set constants where αCE = 1 and λCE = 0.1. The value αCE is consistent with
prior literature, and is supported by modern work [38, 78, 135, 160, 184, 159, 89, 28, 203].
The value of the structure constant is expected to be consistent with more massive stars,
such as those which can form compact binaries [209, 200, 28].
Spinning Binaries
Previous work has indicated that the final spin of compact binary mergers originating
from isolated binary evolution does not depend on initial stellar rotation or metallicity
[80, 131, 79, 28]. The final spin of such a compact binary is thought to depend more on
the process by which angular momentum is transported within the system. Belczynski
et al. have done recent studies on spin distributions in the population of compact
binaries generated by the StarTrack binary evolution simulations [28]. In this work, we
do not consider these spin models.

3.3

Cosmological Postprocessing

As stated previously, a synthetic universe is not one run of StarTrack, but several, at
different metallicities [68, 28]. Each run of StarTrack is at a fixed metallicity, and simulates an epoch of steady star formation, ∆t in cosmological time. We now summarize
the work of Belczynski et al. [28], to describe the synthesis of a synthetic universe using
multiple StarTrack runs at different assumed metallicities.
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3.3.1

Estimating a Merger Rate

Each run of StarTrack outputs a set of sample mergers, occupying a compact binary
merger parameter space, λ, which will have some associated density ρΛ,Z (λ), where Λ
is the set of physical assumptions about the formation parameters of merging compact
binaries, and Z is the assumed metallicity. When desired, this density is normalized
over the population to describe a dimensionless probability distribution, characterized
by NΛ,Z : the integrated value of the physically motivated density over the entire sample.
Z
NΛ,Z =

ρΛ,Z (λ)dλ

(3.6)

λ

We now follow along the outlined procedures described in section 2.6 of Belczynski
et al. (2020) [28]. Therefore, we adopt the Madau & Fragos (2017) star formation rate
variability on redshift (z), with an IMF-dependent correction factor [132]:
(1.0 + z)2.7
M⊙ Mpc−3 yr−1
SFR(z) = KIMF 0.0015
5.35
1.0 + ((1.0 + z)/3.0)

(3.7)

Here, KIMF = 0.66 is a correction factor, which readjusts the star formation rate to
match the Salpeter IMF. We also adopt the Madau & Fragos mass-metallicity relationship, satisfying log(Z/Z⊙ ) = 0.153 − 0.074z 1.34 , where Z⊙ = 0.017.
Each chunk ∆t is characterized by a sample of galaxies from a Schechter-type probability density function, frozen at redshift z = 4, including 104 such galaxies [174, 73, 68].
Each galaxy is assigned a metallicity, according to a relationship assumed for the dependency of metallicity on redshift (see [132]), with 0.5 dex simulated Gaussian noise.
These galaxies are gathered into metallicity bins, and the mass of each bin is calculated, MΛ,Z,∆t . The metallicity bins used in our studies are Z ∈ { 0.0001, 0.0002,
0.0003, 0.0004, 0.0005, 0.0006, 0.0007, 0.0008, 0.0009, 0.001, 0.0015, 0.002, 0.0025,
0.003, 0.0035, 0.004, 0.0045, 0.005, 0.0055, 0.006, 0.0065, 0.007, 0.0075, 0.008, 0.0085,
0009, 0.0095, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03} [28].
Each metallicity bin requires a separate StarTrack simulation, but these metallicity
bins are consistently organized across different time steps ∆t. In principle, it may be
useful at this step to create a merger density ρΛ (λ, t, Z), by isolating ρΛ,Z (λ) at each
time step. To conserve computation, we refrain from doing this. Instead, we construct
a weight function for the merger rate in a particular time step, for each metallicity bin:
ρΛ,Z,∆t (λ) =

MΛ,Z,∆t SFR(z)
MΛ,{Z}∆t Msim

(3.8)

Following this, a discrete marginalization yields the merger density for a synthetic
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universe:
X

ρΛ (λ) =

ρΛ,Z,∆t (λ)∆t∆Z

(3.9)

∆t,Z

This density function is scaled physically to represent merging binaries in 1 cubic megaparsec (Mpc3 ) in one year, with a correctly justified distribution in metallicity, and
scaling in mass. Hence, ρΛ has units of mergers Mpc−3 yr−1 .
3.3.2

Predicting the Gravitational-Wave Detection Rates

While the merger rate, ρΛ (λ) is useful in its own rite, we are primarily interested in
those simulated mergers which could be detected by current instrumentation. We use
a simplified detection model, considering observable simulated detections to require a
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of at least eight, using an interpolated SNR consistent
with the LSC’s predictions for instrument sensitivity (see [186]) for a single detector
network. We define a detection rate, R(λ) for a sample merger, as
RΛ (λ) = ρ(λ)pdet (λ)

dVc dtm
dzm dtdet

(3.10)

where dtm /dtdet = 1/(1 + zm ) is the factor relating merger time and detection time.
pdet is related to the LIGO sensitivity, and is interpolated from a table tabulated by
other groups [69]. Finally, we also use
4πc Dc2 (z)
dVc
=
dzm
H0 E(z)

(3.11)

where D(z) is the comoving distance and E(z) is a cosmological scale factor [69].
The expected number of gravitational-wave detections for a given type of observation
(BBH, BNS, NSBH) is calculated using that density according to Dominik et al. [69]:
Z∞
ZZ
µΛ,α = Tobs RΛ,α =

RΛ,α (m1 , m2 , zm )dzm dm1 dm2

(3.12)

0

where RΛ,α (m1 , m2 , zm ) has been integrated over all merger parameters λ except m1 ,
m2 , and merger redshift for merger type α. Tobs is the time that at least two detectors
were running during a particular gravitational-wave observing run.
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Series
M
M13-M19
R
D

Parameters Varied (Λ)
Many Parameters Varied
σkick
fa , β, σkick
fa , β, σkick , fwind1 = fwind2

Supernova Engine
Varied
Rapid (strong pair-instability)
Rapid (weak pair-instability)
Delayed (weak pair-instability)

Table 3.1:
Families of StarTrack synthetic universes included in this dissertation. Note that
M-series models are the same as those that appear in Belczynski et al. (2020) [28].
Model
M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18
M19

σkick (km/s)
265
200
130
70
35
20
10

Table 3.2: The σkick velocity is varied for the M13-M19 models.

3.4

Simulation Properties

Now we discuss the properties of the StarTrack synthetic universes included in this
study. We consider several families of models (see table 3.1), with different assumptions about the formation parameters for binary evolution (Λ). The primary formation
parameters varied in each simulation include: supernova recoil kick velocity applied
to compact objects after a supernova explosion (σkick ), two parameters characterizing
ejected mass and mass transfer (fa and β), and the mass loss from common envelope
evolution due to stellar wind, (fwind1 ). We also consider rapid and delayed supernova
engines with varying assumptions about pair-instability. For each of these synthetic
universes, we estimate the merger rate density ρΛ (λ) and detection rate density RΛ (λ)
for the entire population (see sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). A full Bayesian comparison of
the predicted gravitational-wave detection rate for each model to real observations is
the focus of the next chapter. In advance of this, we are interested in exploring these
properties of the merger population representing each model.
3.4.1

Initial Models

The first set of models we study are those from Belczynski et al. (2016), which are
labeled consistently with that study (M10, M15, etc...) [25]. The only exception is
M19, which hasn’t been presented before. We refer to these as the M-series models,
and these models explore a large dimensional parameter space, effectively narrowing
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Figure 3.1: Detection-rate weighted histograms for the sample mergers in the M15
StarTrack synthetic universe. Diagonal elements indicate one-dimensional histograms
(log base e), while the off-diagonal element shows a two-dimensional histogram (where
color indicates the detection rate (yr−1 ) for each bin; log base e). MLE estimates for
real gravitational-wave events included in our study are indicated by black diamonds,
with error bars representing the characteristic σ associated with NAL models for each
event.
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Figure 3.2: Detection rates for the limited M-series are compared to the first part of
the third observing run (GWTC-2). (left) The detection rates predicted (log base e) for
binary black holes and neutron stars are labeled for individual StarTrack models in this
scatter plot. The dotted lines represent the number of observed detections for a given
kind in GWTC-2, and shaded regions indicate Poisson counting error. (right) CDFs
in source-frame chirp mass Mc (similar to figure 2.7). Thin colored lines demonstrate
the predicted gravitational-wave events in the M-series population models, (colored by
σkick ). The shaded region represents a 90% symmetric credible Wilson score interval
[202].
down our search for the ideal set of parameters. Within the M-series, the M13-M19
models hold all formation parameters constant except for the supernova recoil kick
velocity associated with BBH mergers, σkick (section 3.2.3), which is varied between
10 − 265 km/s (see table 3.2). This subset of the M-series models holds fa = 0.5,
β = 1.0, and fwind1 = 1.0. These M-series models feature a rapid supernova engine
with strong PPSN/PSN. [28, 127].
We take a closer look at one of these models (M15) in particular, to describe the
properties of a simulation before drawing an inference in the larger parameter space.
The cosmological merger rates represent a density in merger parameters ρΛ (λ), for a
population representing one set of formation parameters, Λ. We see the detection rate
as a function of source parameters (Mc and η). For each merger in the simulation for
M15, the detection rate is estimated as in eq. 3.10. Therefore, figure 3.1 represents not
simply the density of sample mergers in a synthetic universe predicted by M15, but the
density of those mergers which would be detected by a gravitational-wave observatory
in such a universe.
The M15 model is a good fit to the observed detection rate (see fig 3.2; left panel).
The substantial mass gap present for this model is indicative of the rapid supernova
engine. This model is able to produce most events observed by the collaboration, but
fails to desribe mass gap events and under-predicts high mass events.
Trends in the observed detection rate for M-series models can be seen in figure
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Figure 3.3: Detection rates for the R-series are compared to the first part of the third
observing run (GWTC-2). Structurally similar to figure 3.2. (left) The smaller points
are drawn from interpolated models of the larger parameter space of the R series simulations. (right) The color scale for R-series model CDFs encode the three formation
parameters as Red, Green, and Blue values for fa , β, and σkick .
For the R-series
models, we study a wider mass range than before, with the goal of reproducing the
more massive BBH mergers observed in the third observing run.
3.2. The scatter plot plot compares the predicted binary black hole event rates and
binary neutron star event rates for population models in the M series. The CDF
plot compares the shape of each detection-weighted sample density in each StarTrack
synthetic universe. In the next chapter (sec 4.2), we will examine how well the properties
of these detection rate predictions agree with the observations reported in the GWTCs.
3.4.2

Preliminary Uniform Parameter Space

Following the one-dimensional study, the R-series models explore a formation parameter
space given by 300 randomly sampled points in the space of fa , β, σkick , with a rapid
supernova engine, fixed fwind1 = 0.2, and weak pair-instability. fa is varied between 0
and 1. β is varied between 0 and 1. σkick is varied between 0 and 265 km/s. The reduced
mass loss due to stellar wind was expected to assist in producing high mass events such
as the observed event, GW190521, through isolated binary evolution alone. However,
as seen in figure 3.3, the R-series models overpredict gravitational-wave detection rates
by several orders of magnitude. These detection rates lead us to believe that some of
our assumptions in the formation parameters of these models may have been wrong.
This is explored in greater detail in section 4.3.
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Figure 3.4: Structurally similar to figure 3.2. (left) Detection rates for the D-series are
compared to the third observing run of (GWTC-2 and GWTC-3). (right) Detection
rate CDFs for the D-series models are shown for comparison with all events for the first
three observing runs (colored by an RGB scale in fa , the detection rate log likelihood;
e.g. eq 4.4, and fwind1 ). For the D-series mergers, our mass range highlights most
of the high-mass systems observed in LIGO/Virgo’s third observing run, however our
binary evolution simulations do not result in any mergers like GW190521.

Figure 3.5: Detection-rate weighted histograms for the sample mergers in the and D411
StarTrack synthetic universe (log base e), in the style of figure 3.1.
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3.4.3

Delayed Supernova Engine and Wind

Following our studies in the one- and three- formation parameter spaces of the M- and
R-series synthetic universes, the properties of those models convinced us (see section 4.3)
to explore the formation parameter fwind1 as well, with an updated delayed supernova
engine and weak pair-instability, consistent with Belczynski et al. (2020) [28, 127].
The formation parameter space for the D-series synthetic universe models is uniformly
distributed in fa , β, and σkick like the R-series models (but with 0 < fa < 0.25). Of
the 300 models generated for this series, 100 models are held at fixed fwind1 = 0.2, 100
models at fixed fwind1 = 1.0, and 100 models varied uniformly in fwind1 between those
values. We note that the detection rate found for these models is more consistent with
observations than the R-series models, and a full likelihood analysis follows in section
4.3.
We include figure 3.5, which shows the difference in the predicted population of
gravitational-wave detections with a delayed supernova engine. Notice the lack of a
substantial mass gap, compared to M15 (fig 3.1). For the delayed engine models,
the D411 synthetic universe is our best match to observations (see chapter 4), with
fa = 0.0185, β = 0.94, σkick = 205km/s, and fwind1 = 1.0.
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Chapter 4
Population Synthesis
The previous chapter demonstrated our procedure for estimating sample merger densities for massive binaries in synthetic universes generated with the StarTrack population
synthesis models for a choice of formation parameters ρΛ (λ). We have also explored the
properties of these merger populations, including the predicted gravitational-wave detection rates. Now we explore the Bayesian population inference framework that allows
us to constrain these binary evolution processes in a space of these formation parameters. This analysis is built upon the Bayesian framework described by other groups
such as Dominik et al. and Wysocki et al. [69, 207, 208]. We study a one-, three-, and
four-dimensional parameter space of StarTrack population synthesis models, and use
these simulations to constrain the evolution of massive stellar binaries. These results
draw heavily upon my forthcoming publication which has been presented internally to
the LSC in 2020 and presented at the American Physical Society’s April meeting in
2021.

4.1

Bayesian Population Inference

The observation of gravitational-wave events can be modeled as an Inhomogeneous
Poisson Point Process [208]. This representation allows us to evaluate the probability
of the set of observed detections in the GWTC releases, {dj }, for a simulated merger
population, ρΛ (λ). We must evaluate the relative likelihood that a population model accurately describes the detections observed by gravitational-wave detectors. This quantity, P({dj }|Λ), equivalent to calculations done by others in the field [208, 188], can be
decomposed as such:
P({dj }|Λ) = P(µ|Λ)

Y
j
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P(dj |Λ)

(4.1)

where the agreement of the predicted detection rate, µ, for a synthetic universe described by the formation parameters, Λ, with the observed detection rate in the GWTC
releases for each type of event (E.g. BBH, BNS, NSBH) are described by simple Poisson
Point Process components, and contained in the “rate likelihood” P(µ|Λ). Meanwhile,
the agreement of the properties of sample mergers in that synthetic universe with the
likelihood function attributed to the parameters of each real gravitational-wave detection is contained in “shape likelihood” P(dj |Λ).
We make use of Gaussian Process regression in order to interpolate these results, so
as to describe the parameter space between simulations. The interpolation is carried
out using the gp-api software package developed by our group (see section 2.1.1), using
a kernel with piecewise polynomial basis functions with compact support, as outlined
in Williams and Rasmussen [201]. The scale coefficient hyperparameters for the kernel
are chosen by hand for the interpolations carried out in this chapter.
4.1.1

Detection Rate Likelihood

We have previously calculated these detection rates, RΛ,α , and predicted number of
detections, µΛ,α , for each of the population models described in section 3.4 (see eq.
3.12). The observation time, Tobs , assumed is consistent with GWTC release estimates
for the time at least 2 detectors were running. The probability of an observed number
of detections for a given type of event (α ∈ {BBH, BNS, NSBH}), is dependent on the
predicted rate for each type of event, described by the Poisson Point Process:
P(µα |Λ) = e−(RΛ,α Tobs )

(RΛ,α Tobs )Nα
Nα !

(4.2)

where Nα is the number of gravitational-wave detections of type α reported in the
GWTCs. Alternatively, the log rate likelihood is
ln(P(µα |Λ)) = −(RΛ,α Tobs ) + Nα ln(RΛ,α ) + Nα ln(Tobs ) − ln(Nα !)

(4.3)

where the last two terms do not depend on the properties of the synthetic universe, Λ,
and can be ignored to a factor of renormalization.
The total combined rate likelihood is therefore
Y h (RΛ,α Tobs )Nα i − P µΛ,α
= Krate e−µΛ
P(µ|Λ) =
e α
N
!
α
α

(4.4)

Or alternatively,
ln(P(µ|Λ)) ∝

X
X
(−RΛ,α Tobs + Nα ln(RΛ,α )) = −µΛ +
Nα ln(RΛ,α )
α

α
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(4.5)

4.1.2

Shape Likelihood

The agreement of the sample mergers in a StarTrack synthetic universe with the properties of the gravitational-wave signals observed thus far by gravitational-wave detectors
is measured by the Inhomogeneous Poisson likelihood, as stated above. The “shape
likelihood” is the contribution toward this likelihood from the shape of the distribution
of observed detections. This quantity measures the agreement of the sample merger
density, ρΛ (λ), for a synthetic universe (represented by some formation parameters, Λ)
with the likelihood for the astrophysical parameters of each gravitational-wave detection, Lj (λ). This quantity is marginalized (integrated) over the entire population of
sample mergers in a synthetic universe:
Z
P(dj |Λ) =

Z
P(dj |λ, Λ)P (λ|Λ)dλ =

λ

ρ̄Λ (λ)Lj (λ)dλ

(4.6)

λ

R
where ρ¯Λ (λ) = ρΛ (λ)/ λ′ ρΛ (λ′ )dλ.
The marginalization is carried out over the entire population of 108 sample compact binary mergers in a each synthetic universe, for each gravitational-wave observation
from a given observing run. In this chapter, we consider the likelihood contribution
from the same events included in the LSC’s O3 rates and populations paper [51], with
the exclusion of GW190521, which we expect may be inconsistent with isolated binary
evolution (see sec 4.3). The discrete evaluation would not be computationally reasonable without an approximate model for each likelihood that can evaluated in a small
fraction of second. We make use of the NAL estimates provided in chapter 2 for this
integration.
4.1.3

Joint Likelihood

Our complete expression for the joint likelihood agrees with Wysocki et al. 2019 [208]:
−µ

P({dj }|Λ) ∝ Krate,i e

YhZ
j

ρ̄(λ)Lj (λ)dλ

i

(4.7)

λ

Alternatively the logarithmic representation:
ln(P({dj }|Λ)) ∝ −µΛ +

X

[Nα RΛ,α ] +

α

XhZ
j
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λ

i
ρ̄(λ)Lj (λ)dλ

(4.8)

Figure 4.1: Detection rates (left) and the joint likelihood (right) for various
gravitational-wave events as function of the kick velocity formation parameter. Scatter
points indicate model simulations (M13-M19). The dashed curve indicates the mean
from a Gaussian process regression interpolation. For this example only, scikit-learn
is used for the interpolation due to the small number of training points. The shaded
region is of one standard deviation error from that Gaussian process. The dotted line
(left) indicates the published number of detections for the first part of the LIGO’s third
observing run. There is a clear peak in likelihood near M15, where the kick velocity is
130 km/s, and where the LIGO detection rates also agree.

4.2

Kick Velocity; A One-Dimensional Study

The M-series models shown in figure 3.2 include many families of cosmological formation
parameters Λ. In our first one-dimensional study, we limit ourselves to the models M13M19, which hold everything constant except σkick which varies from 10 km/s to 265 km/s
(see sec 3.4.1). We note that the contribution from individual events (shape likelihood)
dominates the joint likelihood for this family of models, changing more rapidly between
populations than the rate likelihood. As seen in figures 3.2 and 4.1, we see the best
agreement with model M15, with σ = 130km/s. and our analysis are in favor of modest
supernova recoil kicks for black holes.
In the space of the kick velocity formation parameter, we have generated an interpolation using a Gaussian Process Regression algorithm. The Gaussian process helps
to describe the detection rate for each type of event in the space between simulations.
It also describes the joint likelihood in that space. We find that a modest kick velocity
is appropriate for our model of binary evolution.

4.3

Higher-Dimensional Studies: fa, β, σkick, fwind1

Following the one-dimensional investigation, the next set of models we study is a threedimensional formation parameter space, constraining fa , β, and σkick using an updated
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rapid supernova engine. As seen in section 3.4.2 (figure 3.3), the R-series models do not
predict similar detection rates to the one-dimensional M-series study and are inconsistent with observation. This can be explained by differences in the supernova engine,
together with differences in the mass loss due to stellar wind, fwind1 . Unfortunately,
the decreased mass loss due to stellar winds assumed in the R-series models predicts an
overabundance of binary black hole detections for this set of models by several orders of
magnitude. For these models, the inconsistency with the observed gravitational-wave
detection rate dominates likelihood calculation (the rate likelihood contribution; see fig
4.2).
In hindsight, the choice of fwind1 = 0.2 for these models proved to be an optimistic
attempt to produce events such as GW190521 by isolated binary evolution. Recent
studies have argued GW190521 has properties (such as orbital eccentricity at time of
merger) which are not consistent with isolated binary evolution, and may be the result
of a dynamic (3 or more bodies) merger [83, 81, 170]. In light of this, and because it is
unreasonable to expect that all of the marginal detections reported in GWTC-2.1 are
of astrophysical origin [52], we must not demand that our StarTrack synthetic universe
can predict every single merger reported in the GWTC releases. Doing so may overconstrain the parameters of the isolated binary evolution channel to produce unrealistic
results.
Finally, we have also generated a tertiary set of merger populations varying the
same three parameters, using a delayed supernova engine, and also varying the factor
of reduced mass loss, fwind1 assumed by contemporary literature [28]. The D-series
models provide more compelling constraints on the astrophysical assumptions about
binary evolution encoded in these parameters.
4.3.1

The Delayed Supernova Engine

Before exploring the four-dimensional parameter space composing the D-series models,
we take a moment to consider the same three-dimensional parameter space explored
previously by the R-series. The first 100 models in the D-series keep a fixed value
of fwind1 = 0.2, consistent with the R-series models. Therefore, it is worth drawing
a comparison between the R-series models and this reduced set of D-series models in
order to characterize the effect of changing the supernova engine (see fig 4.2).
For both sets of models, we find a high correlation between the estimated detection
rate and our fa formation parameter, however this effect is less prominent for the delayed
supernova engine. Rather than drawing strong conclusions about the fa parameter
based on this correlation, we note that even for low fa , we still predict an overabundance
of BBH detections (see fig 3.3 and 3.4). It is worth considering what kind of biases
we may be introducing to our estimation of the predicted detection rates due to our
detection model.
We use a Gaussian process between models to predict the detection rate likelihood in
the entire parameter space studied in each series of models (3.4.2, 3.4.3). This method
allows us to study a larger formation parameter space without an ever-increasing num46

Figure 4.2:
Scatter plots highlight the relative probability with which synthetic universes with
formation parameters varied in fa , β, and σkick represent a realistic model, based on
soley the detection rate likelihood in log scale (colorbar) (eq 4.4, 4.5). Each synthetic
universe for the R-series models (left), and the subset of D-series models with
fwind1 = 0.2 (right) are represented by a point with a black border. A Gaussian
process regression interpolation is used to estimate the rate likelihood between
synthetic universe models (smaller points with white borders). Note the difference in
scale in fa . We consider the first part of the third observing run for R-series models,
and the entire third observing run for D-series models. We observe that synthetic
universes with both supernova engines over-produce observable BBH events, which
necessarily constrains fa to be small, due to the high correlation between fa and
detection rates at low fwind1 . However, this overabundance is scaled down with the
delayed engine supernova model.
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Figure 4.3: The shape likelihood (left) and rate likelihood (right) for the full set of
D-series synthetic universe models, using the same style as fig 4.2 (log base e; see eq
4.5, 4.6). Note that at high fwind1 , the correlation between rate likelihood and fa is
reduced. Note also that the shape likelihood favors fa > 0.
ber of simulations. We use our own Gaussian process regression aglorithm for this
application (sec 2.1.1).
4.3.2

Constraints on Isolated Binary Evolution in Four Dimensions

At last, we can use the full set of delayed supernova engine models to constrain the
formation parameters of our StarTrack synthetic universe formula (see sec 3.4.3). We
show the (log base e) likelihood for each synthetic universe in figures 4.3 and 4.4,
featuring scatter-plots and Gaussian process interpolations for the rate likelihood, shape
likelihood, and joint likelihood (sec 4.1). We explore the implications of different choices
for the formation parameters fa , β, σkick , and fwind1 on these quantities, and in doing so
demonstrate our method for constraining these processes in the isolated binary evolution
formation channel for gravitational-wave events.
Our method allows us to assess the quality of fit between each synthetic universe
and the observed gravitational-wave population by separately evaluating the agreement
in detection rate and the shape of the population. This gives us the ability to study
the dependence of the rate and shape likelihood components on the formation model
independently. When the rate and shape likelihood disagree, this gives us cause to
re-examine our formation model. When these quantities are in agreement the joint
likelihood will be maximized, indicating the best potential candidate for a realistic set
of formation model assumptions.
While the joint likelihood for the M-series models was strongly constrained by the
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Figure 4.4: The joint likelihood (log base e; see eq 4.8) for models in the D-series,
in the same style as fig 4.2. (left) the full set of models in four dimensions. (right)
a three-dimensional interpolation of only high wind models with horizontal lines and
contours for regions of 1 and 2 σ in the Gaussian process estimated uncertainty.

Model
D411
D473
D301
D407
D465
D426
D027

lnLjoint
0.000
-3.539
-3.906
-7.924
-8.619
-101.096
-628.026

lnLrate
-98.149
-98.715
-96.591
-75.311
-97.120
0.000
-742.282

lnLshape
-16.107
-19.079
-21.571
-46.868
-25.755
-215.351
0.000

fa
0.185
0.190
0.160
0.122
0.155
0.010
0.249

β
0.938
0.954
0.792
0.566
0.887
0.594
0.683

σkick (km/s)
205.624
220.655
211.110
257.617
183.200
236.519
226.504

fwind1
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.20

Table 4.1: Quantities of interest for the simulations with the five best joint likelihood estimates, the best rate likelihood estimate, and the best shape likelihood estimate. Tabulated values are re-scaled by the by the highest likelihood for each category
(lnLjoint−max = −422.824, lnLrate−max = 136.966, lnLshape−max = −445.534).
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shape of the population, and the joint likelihood of the R-series models was dominated
by the effect of the detection rate, we observe that with the delayed supernova engine,
the rate likelihood and shape likelihood contributions are at similar orders of magnitude,
and both contribute to the joint likelihood. We observe a relative agreement from
these models in some formation parameters. The rate and shape likelihoods both
support substantial supernova kicks, consistent with our M-series models. We see also
a tendency towards high β in both likelihood estimates.
We also observe a strong codependence of the predicted detection rates on both mass
loss rate due to stellar wind (fwind1 ) and fa . However, the rate and shape likelihood
are in disagreement in their predictions about fa , with the shape likelihood predicting
a modest fa > 0. This is an indication that we may need to re-examine our detection
model.
In the above work, we have methodically examined our use of the Inhomogeneous
Poisson Point Process to identify potential systematic bias in our model (for example,
we consider potential bias in a mis-tuned detection model as well as an incomplete
exploration of model parameter spaces). However, the final analysis of our likelihood
model does demonstrate a peak in a consistent region of parameter space. Keeping
in mind the sources of bias we have discussed, we characterize the preferred model
parameters. As seen in figure 4.4, we see a peak in likelihood at fwind1 = 1. This
is further explored by considering the three-dimensional set of models where fwind1 =
1 is constant.
The properties of the models which best match observation are
given in table 4.1, including our preferred model, D411. The estimated uncertainty in
our parameters for the models in the viscinity of parameter space with highest joint
likelihood are generated by the Gaussian process, and regions of one- and two-sigma
are observed in figure 4.4.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Throughout this dissertation I have introduced methods, demonstrated application, and
shared our findings in modeling the properties of individual gravitational-wave events,
and constraining population models for the isolated binary evolution formation channel
for compact binaries. In this final chapter, I provide a summary of our methods and
results, and I present our conclusions. Furthermore, I discuss the broader impact of my
work on parameter estimation, population synthesis, and the field of multi-messenger
astronomy.

5.1

Summary

We present both compressed parametric and non-parametric methods for fully characterizing the astrophysical properties of each gravitational-wave event reported by
modern gravitational-wave observatories. We have demonstrated that our method is
versatile and applicable to high-dimensional parameter spaces, including source-frame
or detector-frame mass parameterizations, distance, precessing spin, and the tidal deformability of neutron stars. We use these methods to also provide optimized parameterizations for the bounded (truncated) Normal Approximate Likelihood (NAL)
models describing each event reported in the Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalogs.
Each NAL model has the added benefit of describing a maximum likelihood estimate
for the properties of a given event which is unbiased by the finite boundary limitations
imposed by similar models assumed from the sample mean.
We find that NAL models are in strong agreement with the parameter estimation
sample density for events in the GWTC releases, even for a selection of sparsely simulated likelihood evaluations. These models can be used to compare the properties of
the gravitational-wave population to any population model (including popular Monte
Carlo methods), due to their accuracy and computational efficiency. Furthermore, their
less biased maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of each event can be syn-
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thesized to describe the bulk properties of the population on an event-by-event basis,
such as the mass distribution and tendency toward equal mass in compact binaries.
The characteristic σ associated with the optimized truncated Gaussian also provides
an excellent standard for describing the half-width-half-max of a truncated Gaussian
and the significance of a deviation from equal mass and zero (or liminal) spin. Our
findings are also in agreement with collaborative works, in that populations of compact
binaries observed by modern gravitational-wave detectors have mostly equal mass and
zero spin (with notable exceptions).
Following this, we use the StarTrack binary evolution algorithm to construct synthetic universes representing a population of merging binaries under a range of assumptions about the underlying parameters of binary evolution. Using these populations,
we apply a detection model to predict the rate of gravitational-wave observations and
compare those predicted observations to those reported by real gravitational-wave observatories. We apply Bayesian statistical inference to compare both the predicted
detection rates and properties of predicted compact binaries to real observations reported by gravitational-wave observatories. We extend our analysis using Gaussian
process regression to consider the parameter space between simulations, fully characterizing a response in our range of allowed values for each formation parameter. We
provide our method for this analysis, as well as our conclusions about the impact of
formation parameters on the isolated binary evolution formation channel.
With our simplified detection model, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods as we draw preliminary constraints on four formation parameters (fa , β, σkick , and
fwind1 ) for the isolated binary evolution formation channel. Our analysis includes efficent
techniques for comparing a large discrete set of population models to gravitational-wave
observations, an interpolation model which can predict around those descrete models,
as well as sytematic consistency tests which check if each component of our model is in
agreement. We find that both fa and fwind1 have a strong impact on the gravitationalwave detection rate associated with a binary evolution model. These parameters, together with the supernova engine assumed for the isolated binary evolution formation
channel, must both be considered when analyzing the agreement of the detection rate
predicted for a simulated merger population to real observations. Presently, our results
suggest an unrestricted stellar mass loss due to wind, as well as substantial supernova
recoil kicks, and significant mass and angular momentum loss due to ejected material
during the common envelope phase of binary evolution (see sec 4.3.2).

5.2

Broader Impacts of Science and Methodology

The significance of this work has immediate consequences for related studies in the
field of multi-messenger astronomy. As many groups are interested in studying the
formation channels of compact binary mergers, quickly assessing the agreement of sample mergers to the real gravitational-wave events reported in the GWTC releases is
of immediate application. NAL models provide this application and are available as
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a public release (https://gitlab.com/xevra/nal-data), together with our methods
(https://gitlab.com/xevra/gwalk and https://gitlab.com/xevra/gp-api). As
gravitational-wave detectors move closer to design performance in future observing runs,
inefficient sample-based estimates for the likelihood function of each gravitational-wave
event for a population model will become increasingly computationally challenging.
NAL models can be used to fully characterize the astrophysical properties of each
merger and can be evaluated in a small fraction of a second (even for high-dimensional
parameter spaces), and will be ever more useful in upcoming observing runs for efficient
population synthesis.
Conclusions about the formation parameters for the isolated binary evolution channel for the formation of compact binaries are also of immediate consequence to other
work. Our results can inform other population synthesis models of reasonable expectations for the physical processes in binary evolution, and what assumptions are valid
to make. More widely in multi-messenger astronomy, a simulated synthetic universe
with predicted compact binary detection rates in agreement with gravitational-wave
observations will help to predict other physics by providing physically motivated sets
of sample mergers representing stellar populations. One example of these broader applications includes work done by my colleage, using our population synthesis model to
constrain the neutron star equation of state [97].
Even directly, as our detection model, population of gravitational-wave signals, and
simulation sample expand, we can further constrain our formation channel. This will
allow us to fit an even wider set of models for mass transfer in binary systems, mass
loss due to stellar wind in stars with varying mass and metallicity, as well as supernova
engines and ejecta. Future work can further strengthen these constraints by considering the agreement of stellar populations predicted in these synthetic universes with
multi-messenger observation, such as Gaia populations and electromagnetic neutronstar emission, and by considering dynamic mergers as other groups have proposed [176].
Such an analysis can fully apply the potential of multi-messenger astrophysics to form
a more complete understanding of stellar populations and evolution in our Universe.
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